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Question 1        

a) FALSE: “Well, help could be at hand from a watch that gives a warning buzz if you have been talking too much and 

in a monotonous manner.”        

b) FALSE: “The prototype focuses on the wearer, but later versions could also analyse audio from all sides of a 

conversation, telling us whether the listener is still interested in what we are saying.”        

      

Question 2                 En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles      

      

a) It listens the voice rhythm, the words you say, your attitude and it takes your vital signs in order to analyse the chat. 

b) It will register both parts of the conversation, that way we will be able to know if the person who is speaking to us is 

interested in the things we say.  

 

Question 3        
      

a) Manner  

b) Device  

c) Coach  

d) Succeed    

   

Question 4        

      

a) Althought ----- most         

b) were ----- what        

c) matches ----- is put        

d) I asked the girl what else she had bought.        

      

Question 5                  En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

      

I am a big fan of new technologies, in fact, I have to admit that I cannot live without it.  

 

First of all, I am always using my mobile phone, I know that it is an disgusting habit and although I am concerned about 

my problem, I cannot help using it all the time. Even if I am with friends or on a date night, knowing that it is not polite 

I keep on using it. It is really useful, if you need to phone or you are in an emergency, to whatsapp your friends or to 

google anything you want to know, these kind of mobile phones are perfect.  

 

Secondly all new technologies can be also used at home, with new households and devices, that can be controlled with 

your phone or with a remote, all of them make our lives easier and they are simply great.  

 

Despite of having a lot of advantages, new technologies have taken us to an isolation situation with the people who is 

around us. It is not difficult to see a couple having dinner in a restaurant and looking their phones instead of talking one 

another.  

 

In summary, new technologies must be used carefully and trying to respect the others.I hope that some people change 

their way of enjoying these sticks, but if they do not, we will be prohibited from using them.      
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Question 1            

a) TRUE “In their previous investigations of group activities like dancing, laughing and singing, they found that feel-

good chemicals called endorphins were released in the brain, leading to increased pain tolerance” 

 

b) TRUE “They also discovered that there were stronger bonds between participants”    

 

Question 2                 En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles      

      

a) The aim of the test is discovering how resistance to pain can be increased by watching sad films, so two groups of 

people see different films and complete a diary with their feelings. 

b) First of all you become stronger and you tolerate pain better and longer, and secondly you feel linked with other 

people. 

      

Question 3       

       

a) Beginning       

b) Troubled 

c) Gauge  

d) Appealing      

      

Question 4        

      

a) which ---- than      

b)  luckiest ----- won / had won        

c) going ----- stay        

d) Mary wanted to know if Doug could meet her at the cinema.      

         

Question 5                  En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

        

I really like watching films, specially science fiction films. In my opinión they are far more interesting than any other. 

 

Firstly, since I am a very sentive person I don´t like dramas or sad films, because they often make me cry. In spite of 

this fact, my favourite film is science fiction mixed with drama but it also has some morals and for this reason I think 

that watching this film worths it.  

 

Harry Potter is an orphan who lives with his aunt, uncle and his cousin in a terrible way, they consider him a servant 

and he doesn´t have anything, one day he discovers that he is a wizard and then all his life changes, he starts studying 

in a magic school, he makes friends and enemies, 

and until the very end he fights against the evil one and also his own ghosts of the past. There are 7 books and 8 films, 

all of them teach us about the power of love and friendship, and moreover they make us believe in ourselves and in our 

possibilities and at the same time they show that life is not always what we expect and we can´t avoid living very 

difficult situations. 
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